This paper conducts a study of reading choices and practices through the reading diary of a middle-class reader in mid-nineteenth-century Glasgow within the context of her sociocultural, intellectual and religious milieu. Anne Galloway (1802-1889) wrote her reading diary between 1850 and 1856, wherein she recorded one hundred and eighty-four books and three periodicals. This study combines an investigation in the availability of books and their circulation with a focus on Stirling's Library, a subscription library founded by Walter Stirling in 1791, from which Anne obtained her books. Anne's borrowing record is reconstructed using the library catalogues. These are used to assess the different classifications of the books she read and their respective numbers to determine the pattern of Anne's borrowing and reading practices. This investigation offers new insights into Glasgow's book culture through the reconstructed history of a 'lesser-known' Evangelical, non-professional, married woman reader in the mid-nineteenth century, demographics of which are currently all under-represented in individual case studies in the history of reading.
Introduction
In 1983, women's historian Rosalind K. Marshall lamented that the study of Scottish women was inherently fraught with difficulties due to the lack of primary source materials.
i Since Marshall's study, scholarship on women's history has not only expanded, but the materials on which these studies are based -particularly those on Scottish women -are continually being discovered. For example, Jacqueline Pearson's, and Kate Flint's work on women readers, Eleanor Gordon and Gwyneth Nair's study on the public lives of women in the latter half of the nineteenth century in Glasgow, along with the recent publication of Esther Breitenbach et al's collection of new and formerly unpublished materials have demonstrated that Marshall's statement about the dearth of materials has been superseded.
ii This paper also investigates previously unstudied archival evidence: the reading diary of Anne Galloway, a middle-class woman who lived in mid-nineteenth-century Glasgow. The diary offers a valuable first-hand account of one woman's reading experiences, but also of the dynamic socio-cultural period in which she lived. Anne and her family moved to Glasgow from Carsebridge during the period of Glasgow's greatest industrial expansion. This was concurrently a time of considerable growth in the city's intellectual environment in the number and diversity of libraries, bookbinders, booksellers, publishers, reading rooms and coffee houses, which was fuelled by an increase in the number of readers. It was also in the nineteenth century that Evangelicalism was at its height in Glasgow, and its influence was extensive: its impact was felt in the policies of its civic administration and seen most visibly through the growth and re-shaping of the city-scape through extensive church-building and public works projects.
iii The city was '[a] rguably the most innovative centre for religious voluntary organisation in the English-speaking world […] dubbed by one evangelical in the 1830s as 'Gospel City'.' iv In this study, I foreground one woman reader and the books she read and provide an overview of the book culture of the period in which she lived. The study of one subscription library in Glasgow is used as a means to contextualise her social, cultural, intellectual and religious environment. I argue that her choice of reading materials and particularly her responses together offer good evidence of the reading habits adopted by a 'lesser-known' Evangelical, a non-professional, married woman reader in mid-nineteenth century Scotland, demographics of which are currently all under-represented in individual case studies in the history of reading. v In addition, it could be argued that this reading diary provides a good example of conduct literature written in the Victorian period: entries in Anne's diary suggest that it might have been used as an educational tool for her children. Indeed, this case study has larger implications. The fact that it survived and was amongst the possessions of her daughter, Janet Anne Galloway -a rigorous and influential promoter of women's higher education in Glasgow -and eventually donated to the University of Glasgow speaks to the legacy of promoted reading practices in potentially serving as an important cultural artefact for at least a generation.
vi Her mother's reading diary could be seen as a record of one individual's private reading that became part of the public enterprise.
It is generally acknowledged that 'the individual case study is at the heart of the history of reading, and is a distinctive feature of the discipline.'
vii The importance of the individual case study is that it is historically-specific as well as historically-contingent. Influential case studies of eighteenth-and nineteenth-century readers include John Brewer's of Anna Larpent, an eighteenth-century English professional reader, Arianne Baggerman's of a ten-year-old Dutch boy in the late eighteenth century, Robert DeMaria's of Samuel Johnson in the eighteenth century, James Secord's of Thomas Hirst, an eighteen-year-old apprentice from Halifax in the nineteenth century, and Stephen Colclough's of the fifteen-year-old Joseph Hunter, an apprentice in late eighteenth-century Sheffield.
viii More recently, Allan F. Westphall conducted a study of Thomas Connary, an Irish American Catholic in the nineteenth century.
ix Anne Galloway's reading diary adds to this research by exploring one reader's response to the burgeoning intellectual culture, rapid industrialisation and influence of Evangelicalism in mid-nineteenth-century Glasgow. There are examples of readers interacting with books as an extension of their religious faith in the previous case studies. Brewer's study of Anna Larpent offers a good case in point.
import. Her books were (largely) obtained from a subscription library, so she was not free to enhance the books that she read, thus any social or public interactions with other readers of the books in this manner were discouraged. The diary was only intended for a domestic audience, being written for herself and her children, but in this way it acted similarly to Connary's books in being a tool for social interaction, albeit private. In this sense, Anne's diary was more similar to the commonplacing practices of other historic readers.
I begin with an overview of Anne's life, and consider the historic context of Glasgow and its book culture in the mid-nineteenth century. Anne states in her diary that she obtained her books from Stirling's Library.
xiii The availability of books and their circulation within this one subscription library in the city is explored. Anne's borrowing history from the library is reconstructed using its catalogues. By studying her borrowing, reading preferences and practices, I attempt to re-construct the complex, multiple interpretive communities in which she existed, and place these within the larger historic milieu, in particular with respect to Evangelicalism.
From the Land of Fermentation to 'Fairyland': Carsebridge to Glasgow in the Nineteenth Century
Anne Bald was born on 22 September 1802 in Carsebridge, a community east of Alloa in Clackmannanshire.
xiv The population of Clackmannanshire in 1791 was 4,802. xv At the end of the eighteenth century, this community was small but thriving, with a wide range of industries that included distilling and brewing. xvi Anne's mother was Janet Bald, née Dick, and her father was John Bald, xvii who built the Carsebridge Distillery and the adjacent family home, Carsebridge House, in 1798.
xviii The seven children of this successful distilling family probably attended the parish school. Although the records no longer exist prior to 1873, it is possible that Anne attended the same school as that of her younger brother, John Bald, who was reported in his obituary to have attended the parish school. xx The couple lived at Birdston Cottage, Campsie, where in 1840 they had the first of four children, William, who died less than two weeks later.
xxi The following year, Janet Anne was born. xxii In 1844, the family moved to Glasgow where Alexander set up business as a land agent, accountant and property valuator.
xxiii Between 1850 and 1856, the years covered by Anne's reading diary, the family moved from Buchanan Street, to Queen's Terrace, and finally to a single-family home on Bath Street with their two servants.
xxiv In 1855, the Galloways relocated to a different house down the same street.
xxv It is fair to presume that Alexander Galloway's income increased to support these moves, along with the household expenses involved with running larger homes, and the employment of two live-in servants and a growing family. During this time, two more children were born to the couple: Alexander William, born in 1845, who only lived for nineteen days, and Eliza Margaret, who was born in 1846. xxvi Glasgow from the mid-1840s until the mid-1850s -the dates when Anne lived in the city with her husband and children -was a city steeply on the rise. Its population was growing quickly: in 1841, three years before Anne and her family arrived in the city, the population was 274,324, rising in 1851 to 329,097, and in 1861 to 395,503. xxvii The city was expanding in its production of textiles, clothing, chemicals, and iron, among other goods. Its port and shipbuilding industry also grew, and its trade was international in scope.
xxviii As a result, the city's mood was buoyant and self-assured. An article in The Glasgow Constitutional described its growth as having 'no parallel […] except in the regions of Fairyland'. xxix Glasgow's growth to become the 'industrial powerhouse of Scotland' on the strength of its manufacturing base, not only brought large numbers of people into the city from other parts of Scotland, but also from Ireland, England and Wales.
xxx Anne and her family would also move to the city as part of this wave of immigrants to Glasgow. They were to become part of the rising middle class: Anne's husband, Alexander, was to profit professionally as a land agent, accountant and surveyor from the increase in building and construction that was taking place across the city.
It was not just the constructed environment that was changing: Glasgow's intellectual environment was also rapidly developing. Stirling's was one of a number of libraries operating in Glasgow at the time. Circulating libraries had been running in the city since 1753 and subscription libraries began to appear after 1800. From 1850, the year in which Anne began her reading diary, until 1855, the year she left the city, as Glasgow was expanding rapidly, so was the number of libraries, booksellers, bookbinders, publishers, reading rooms, coffee houses, and various other businesses associated with the print trade.
xxxi For a crude estimate of the growth in the book culture of Glasgow at mid-century, I examined the local post office directory. In 1849, the beginning of the period in which this study is primarily concerned, The Post-Office Annual Directory for Glasgow, 1849 Glasgow, -1850 Glasgow, (1849 lists twenty-six 'Librarians'.
xxxii These include four circulating libraries, thirteen circulating libraries -who, in addition to hiring out books, also operated a retail trade in them (the lending of books being 'a natural extension of the services offered by booksellers'), -as well as five subscription libraries.
xxxiii For the purposes of this study, I separate parochial, mechanics', and professional libraries from those previously listed as their aims were slightly different and/or more specialised compared to those more generally categorised as subscription. Thus, along with subscription libraries, the listing of 'libraries' in the directory includes the following: one parochial library, two mechanics' libraries, and one specialist law library (see Figure 1) .
xxxiv
In addition to libraries, I calculated the number of bookbinders, booksellers, publishers and reading rooms. The same 1849-1850 directory is the source for the data shown in Figure 2 , which includes coffee houses, as they were places in which reading materials were often available.
xxxv The numbers obtained from the Glasgow Post-Office Annual Directory for 1855-1856 (1855) are included in Figures 1 and 2 . These figures show that the largest growth occurred in the number of businesses operating as both circulating libraries and booksellers, while the remaining types stayed almost the same. The relatively stationary growth for the more established institutions -the (public) subscription libraries, mechanics' institutions, and specialist libraries -is understandable considering that these types of libraries involved the more time-and labour-consuming endeavour of collecting enough money through subscriptions in order to found them.
From the evidence in the Glasgow Post Office directories, we can see a definitive rise in the print and allied trades in the city during a very short period, specifically in the advertised number of businesses and institutions. Thus it might be said that people in Glasgow were writing, producing, publishing and buying books and that these numbers were growing quickly. However, what is interesting about Anne's reading diary is that it demonstrates that she engaged in the more traditional practice of borrowing from a library and that she rarely bought any books.
xxxvi While print culture was becoming cheaper and its related industries in Glasgow were rising, Anne is an important example of one Victorian reader who chose not to engage with them.
Stirling's Library to Remain in 'Constant and Perpetual Existence': Walter Stirling's Legacy
As a reader, Anne was also a consumer: her choice of reading materials reflected a decided preference in the means by which she obtained them over the other choices available. The diversity and the range of options was a direct reflection of the growth of the print industry in Glasgow and across Scotland more generally during this period. As a consumer, it appears Anne chose to patronise (at least) one library.
It is possible to reconstruct a fairly accurate picture of Stirling's Library through its archival records. These date from the library's inception, with the enactment of Walter Stirling's will in 1791, until its amalgamation with Glasgow Public Libraries in 1871 and beyond.
xxxvii The records include the original committee minute books, minutes from the meetings of the board of subscribers, lists of subscribers, expenditure and cash books, and various catalogues for the library. What it does not include, however, is a loans register for the books signed out by its subscribers until December 1850 at the earliest, therefore a study of the loans history and the borrowing habits of (most) readers up to this period is not possible.
xxxviii However, from the extant materials, it is possible to reconstruct in some detail an account of the library's foundation and running.
Stirling's Library was founded in 1791 upon the death of Walter Stirling whose house, books and money were bequeathed to establish an institution for the public. The plans laid out in his will for the establishment, management and running of the library were made with great consideration given to its longevity and with an insistence that, from its inception to perpetuity, it would always fulfil the aims he intended: 'The constant and perpetual existence of a Public Library for the citizens or inhabitants of Glasgow.' xxxix The will established that the management of the library would fall under a board of directors that would be made up of from three members of the Town Council (with the addition of the Lord Provost as 'Director ex officio'), the Merchants' House, the Presbytery of Glasgow, and the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow. xl The directors would be responsible for choosing a librarian as well as the books to be purchased from any monies left over after paying the librarian and all the expenses.
The money, house, shares and books were found to be insufficient by the Directors for setting up a library such as Stirling prescribed, to the extent that one historian stated that 'the inadequacy of the bequest embarrassed the directors'.
xli To this end, the constitution was amended: an alternative location for the library was found in St Enoch's Square, and the directors set out to make up the insufficiency of funds by charging three guineas for subscriptions, available at the time only to life subscribers.
xlii The library moved from St. Enoch's Square, to a hall in the Hutcheson's Hospital, to a room that was added onto the back of Walter Stirling's house on Miller Street in 1844. This room included a 'comfortable Hall and Reading-Room' which Anne would have visited and where she would have signed out her books. xliii The success of Stirling's Library in the first half of the nineteenth century was limited: indeed, it was on the point of falling into a state of neglect due to a lack of use, with only seventy-two of its subscribers using the library.
xliv To remedy this, a meeting of the directors was called on 8 May 1848, at which it was decided to draw up a report on the current state of the affairs of the library, and to propose 'measures that should be adopted to render it more useful'.
xlv Among the suggestions in the report, the following amendments to the existing regulations were deemed to make the library more useful: the commencement of annual subscriptions at reduced rates; the formation of a board of managers made up from and elected by the subscribers; the extension of the library's hours to include two hours in the evening; a reduction in the number and time allowed to each subscriber for the loan of a book; and the introduction of a book in which subscribers could write their suggestions for books to be purchased by the library.
xlvi At a subsequent meeting in June 1848, these measures were 'unanimously approved '. xlvii Under the new measures, the library was open from 11 until 4, and from 7 until 9 in the evening. Non-subscribers (as well as subscribers) were admitted to the Reading Hall, but unlike the subscribers, non-subscribers were not permitted to sign out books. The terms of borrowing were as follows:
The Librarian shall not give out to any Subscriber more than one volume folio or quarto, or two volumes octavo or under, unless a work consists of only three volumes under quarto, when he shall be entitled to the entire work. Along with the above, each Subscriber shall be entitled to either a single number or an entire volume of a periodical. The time allowed for reading is, for a work in 8vo. or under two weeks; for a vol. in 4to. three weeks; and for a vol. in folio four week.
xlviii New books and periodicals were kept separately on a table 'for a period of one month'.
The Library Committee's plans were intended to encourage new readers to the library. To this end, in addition to the measures mentioned above, these included improvements in the reading materials themselves, guides for the facilitation of access to them, as well as the physical environment in which they were surrounded. New members did indeed respond to the changes. The minutes state that prior to its new opening on 25 December 1848, there were sixty-three new annual subscribers and five lifetime subscribers, who were all seen to be 'fit and proper persons for membership and [were] recommended accordingly '. xlix According to a document produced by both the boards of directors and of subscribers, the changes brought about by the amendments to the regulations were successful, and that library users 'show[ed] their appreciation of the steps which the Directors ha [d] taken', by presumably frequenting the institution with greater alacrity, in their 'readiness with which they have come forward as readers in every way'.
l Their (published) optimism was not longlived: the fortunes of the library would suffer another slump during the librarianship of J. Bell Simpson (1851-1860). After the initial success of the library's 're-opening', that began with the Director's 'acknowledge[ment of] the value of Mr Simpson's service in increasing the prosperity of the Library', there was a downturn in its fortunes, which, it was felt, could only be rectified upon Simpson's (forced) resignation.
li It was during this dramatic shake-up in the library's fortunes that Alexander Galloway subscribed to Stirling's Library, a subscription that under the regulations allowed his wife, Anne, and their children to borrow books to take home and read.
It may be argued that it was these changes to a more liberal administration in the regulations and management that caused Alexander Galloway (eventually) lii to purchase a life subscription on 8 January 1850 at Stirling's Library over the other choices of libraries available.
liii However, this does not mean that the choice was from amongst all the libraries extant: for various reasons Alexander would most probably not have had all these options. For example some of the libraries had restrictive memberships that were exclusive to/intended for students and/or the working class, e.g. Mechanics' Institutions, and the Procurators library, which was a professional law library. The choice would probably have been from amongst the various circulating libraries and 'public' libraries. But this choice would be further restricted by the prevailing feeling in the nineteenth century that associated circulating libraries with 'villainous, profane and obscene books and playes'. liv Alexander Galloway purchased a life subscription from Stirling's Library on 8 January 1850.
lv He would have had to fill in an application form and agree to abide by the 'Laws and Regulations of the Institution'. He had to be approved by the board at a general or committee meeting. He had a choice of either an annual or life subscription, but chose the latter. His subscription allowed him to vote at subscribers' meetings, and this gave him a say in the running and administration of the library affairs. He had the option to suggest books to be purchased by the library, subject to approval by the board of directors. The evidence from Anne's reading diary strongly suggests that she obtained most of her books from Stirling's Library. Although a loans register did not exist at the time, her borrowing history can nonetheless be reconstructed from the library's catalogues, and a picture of her reading preferences can be formed through an assessment of the type and the number of the books she read.
Anne Galloway's Borrowing History Reconstructed
In a discussion of the 'raw materials' available to the historian of reading, Jonathan Rose lists library registers as one of the potential sources of information.
lvi The earliest formal document closest to a loans register was a record book entitled Monthly Abstract and Classification of Books Consulted by Visitors in Stirling's Library, Glasgow that was started in September 1858. lvii This book recorded readers who consulted books in the reading room of Stirling's Library and lists the number of readers per day, number of volumes consulted, and the classification of the books they requested. Although the date range of these records is subsequent to the period of this study, which ends in 1856, the register does show the different classifications used by the library in the organisation of their stock, and thereby offers a useful tool. Starting with Anne's reading diary as a (generally) chronological, sequential record of her reading over the course of seven years, her entries can be tracked over time. Using this information together with the classifications from the Monthly Abstract and Classification book, the printed catalogues produced for the library between 1833 and 1870, and online specialist catalogues for the verification of the publication details, it is indeed possible to assess the trends in Anne's borrowing and reading practices (see Appendix).
Even though there is no extant evidence of Anne or her husband having subscriptions to other circulating and/or subscription libraries in Glasgow, the possibility nonetheless remains. Like most other readers, she would have obtained books via multiple channels, including receiving them as gifts, borrowing them from friends and family, or buying them. However, the strong correlation between the first appearance of the titles of new books in Stirling's catalogues and the date of the diary entry where she records reading those titles would strongly support the evidence of her continued and steady borrowing from Stirling's Library.
Anne's reading diary is a two hundred and thirty-six page manuscript notebook which is housed at the University of Glasgow Archives. The first entry is dated 25 February 1850 when she was 47, and the last was made on 26 August 1856 where the pages of the notebook end, and are organised (mostly) sequentially by date.
lviii Over the seven years the diary covers, Anne records her reading for one hundred and eighty-four separate titles and three periodicals. There are four quotes from works that are unidentifiable, while one entry is presumably from a book which I have not been able to locate.
lix The titles were classified using the Monthly Abstract and Classification of Books Consulted by Visitors 1858-1869 from Stirling's Library as a guide, as after the 1833 catalogue, the printed catalogues consulted do not categorise the books listed therein by genre.
lx The books Anne read can be broken down into the library's fifteen classifications as shown in Figure 3 and the breakdown of her reading by percentages is shown in Figure 4 .
These figures show that Anne had very decided preferences and pronounced disinclinations in the choice of reading materials that she decided to record. She had a penchant for biographies, which make up just over 30% of her reading. These include autobiographies, memoirs, journals, and correspondence, which were mostly about men, with a sizeable percentage about the clergy (see Figure 5) . Part of this so-called preference had to do with the fact that there were simply more male authors of printed materials than there were by women up to and during the period under study. Just under a third of the biographies Anne read were about women. Most of these emphasized the women's devotion to philanthropic and/or charitable causes, their model behaviour as wives, mothers, and daughters, their piety, and, in the case of Barbour's book, the piety of their children -a book that was meant to act as 'a religious manual for the young' (The Way Home [1855] ).
lxiv Another quality emphasized in these books was the women's ability to act as leaders -of causes (Elizabeth Fry, Martha Sherman), conferences (Theodosia A., Viscountess Powerscourt), schools (Caroline Chisholm, Clementine Cuvier), social reform (Elizabeth Fry, Charlotte Elizabeth [Tonna]), and even of countries, as in the case of Mary, Queen of Scots, and the queens of England. Further, many of the women's biographies were about women writers, (Helen Plumptre, and the women included in the Memoirs of the Literary Ladies of England, which was written by Anne Katharine Curteis Elwood, herself a writer), and emphasized their creative endeavours as authors, even if two of the women led scandalous lives (Mary Robinson and Anne-Marie-Louise, Duchesse de Montpensier).
It appears Anne was also looking for works that were 'instructive', a term she repeatedly uses. For example, she skipped over much of the biography of William Wilberforce in order to focus on 'his spiritual life':
Finished the 3d & 4th volumes of the Life of Wilberforce. Like the two former volumes these are truly instructive. I pass over much of his political life, as being to me unnecessary reading, but I carefully thread through his spiritual life, which none can do without feeling a desire to improve in their walk Zionwards. Her preference for biographies that offered instructive models of behaviour based upon Christian tenets is related to her second preferred type of books to read and write about, divinity and ecclesiastical history. These included expositions on the Bible, sermons, and books that offered spiritual instruction and consolation.
An important genre, not to be lost in Stirling's classifications, is the sub-genre of religious literature, which included religious fiction and novels. Works in this category have been subsumed above under the classifications of biography, divinity and ecclesiastical history, moral philosophy, and of fictions, novels, romances and tales, but should be separated out as a decidedly important element of Anne's choice of reading materials. Religious literature included 'psalters, testaments, commentaries, catechisms and sermons', along with 'religious fiction […] a genre that could encompass a wide range of narrative from spiritual biography to converts' confessions and theological romances'.
lxix If this was to constitute its own category, these works would make up 37% of Anne's reading list.
The preponderance of religious literature in Anne's reading list should be viewed in the light of the flourishing market for this genre at this time, which was the result of the increasing influence of Evangelicalism in the first half of the century. The publishing of these texts had developed rapidly up to the time of Anne's reading diary until abating at the end of the century. As Padmini Ray Murray points out, the rise was the result of several interrelated factors: the central doctrinal tenets of Evangelicalism -the focus on Bible reading and the spreading of God's word to non-believers -coincided with the growth of the printing industry, which were accompanied by an increasingly literate population, all of which helped to create a growing market for religious texts of all types.
lxx Although Anne does not mention attending church or refer to herself as an Evangelical, the evidence from her diary strongly supports this view.
lxxi Her faith guided not only the selection of her reading materials, but also her manner of evaluating the materials she read. For example, upon completing Memoirs of the Life of Sir Samuel Romilly (1840), she commented that:
He shone in the characters of Statesman, Husband, Father, Friend, & Benefactor with no common lustre -but as a follower of Jesus, where is the proof? Throughout the work there is only one prayer or rather thanksgiving introduced. In the eyes of a christian [sic] it is a melancholy production. With much humility & earnestness he gives thanks to God, for his fair reputation his ample fortune, his beloved relatives, the esteem of his friends, the good opinion of his countrymen; for his affectionate wife, his seven promising children, & his good health -but there is no mention of a single spiritual blessing, & the name of Jesus finds no place there. lxxii That Romilly failed to acknowledge himself as a follower of Christ or to give thanks to him for all his good fortune was a major failing for both the man and the memoir, which Anne counted as a 'melancholy production'. Christian -more specifically, Evangelical beliefswere not only central to living a useful, spiritual life, but were indeed the very foundation for Anne's responses to the works that she read. This point will be returned to below.
Fiction accounts for 13% of Anne's reading. The same underlying motivations for her choice of reading biographies could equally account for the choice in novels: she read novels for the moral lessons and models of character they could provide. The novel's tendency to focus on the individual in his/her particular, albeit fictional, circumstances, in a 'realistic' way might well appeal to an enthusiast of biographies. For example Anne wrote that Dickens's Hard Times was 'an admirable little volume', its 'worth' being in part: the strong lesson conveyed to the Parent's mind of the cruelty & worse than folly of keeping their children under constant restraint & working them like machines to the suppression of youthful feeling; & crushing down with iron heel the budding of fancy & hope.
lxxiii Generally, however, Anne disapproved of novels not necessarily for their questionable morality, but for their use of 'complicated machinery, improbable events, & far fetched [sic] agents', lxxiv making the exception for Hard Times as it was 'a good deal out of the common run of novels'. lxxv Anne's choice in novels was indeed a choice of the novel: her preference for books in this genre was for those that were relatively recently published. Where the edition of the book was able to be identified (64% of fiction), lxxvi she chose newly-published novels (see Figure 6 ). Across all classifications where editions could be identified (62%), her preference again appears to be for books that were first editions and presumably recently added to the stock of Stirling's Library (see Appendix and Figure 7 ).
Anne's preference for newly-published books is not surprising in the context of midnineteenth-century print culture in Scotland. A demand in the market that developed for the 'new', the latest in published materials, was motivated by various factors. These included the rise of a 'reading revolution' that developed over the course of the nineteenth century as a result of increased literacy rates -particularly in Scotland, where literacy rates were arguably higher than in the rest of the country.
lxxvii This was accompanied by the development of new and cheaper methods of printing in the 1840s to the 1860s, alongside the introduction of the penny post and its concurrent development with improvements in communications routes, particularly railways from the 1840s. These improvements occurred first in cities in the central belt of Scotland before spreading to the more outlying areas of the country.
lxxviii They would 'transform the Scottish book trade', lxxix extend the distribution of print to formerly peripheral regions, and transform a formerly agrarian society into not only an industrial nation, but one with an arguably more cohesive socio-cultural, economic and intellectual environment.
Anne was not alone in wanting to be among the first to read new books: she appears to have consulted a manuscript book of new titles that was kept at Stirling's Library for the purpose of broadcasting titles newly acquired by the library prior to the printing of a new catalogue.
lxxx One hundred and thirty-two titles, or 72% of the books that she read, could be attributed to her borrowing from Stirling's Library during the period between 1850 and 1856, and one-fifth were books that she recorded in her journal just prior to their appearance in the printed catalogues (see Figure 8 ). Anne's preference is just one example in the larger trend that developed during the eighteenth-and early nineteenth-century, which amounted to an appetite for more widely available, cheaper printed materials of all types, a trend that accelerated into the mid-Victorian period (and beyond).
The scope of this study does not allow for a detailed assessment of the twenty-five novels nor the sixty biographies that Anne read (needless to say the entire collection of one hundred and eight-four works recorded in her reading diary). Nonetheless, amongst the twenty-five novels that were recorded, Anne showed a preference for four authors in particular. In regards to the rest of Anne's reading, her tastes were eclectic. Stirling's Library classification groups the arts and sciences category together with natural history, but this disguises the fact that Anne would appear to prefer books on natural history over books on arts and sciences (see Figure 9) . The books classified as geography, voyages and travels indicate that she chose to read about foreign, exotic places like Spain, Portugal, India, Nepal, Tasmania, Pitcairn and Hawaii over those on places closer to home like England and Ireland. History books only comprise 3% of her reading, but again this figure is misleading, as most of Anne's reading of biographies comprise historic figures that were actively involved in shaping the socio-cultural and/or economic histories in which they lived. She only read a few books of poetry, and these were by authors that could be considered 'main-stream' and popular: Charles Lamb, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, and Alfred Tennyson.
The rate at which Anne must have consumed such a large number of books should also be taken into consideration. She would have had between two and four weeks to read them, depending upon their size, and given the large number of books recorded, she was reading at a prodigious rate. However, just what that rate was is difficult to adduce. Anne's reading diary cannot be viewed as a timely document which was regularly attended to, or which accurately recorded the thoughts and feelings of a reader immediately upon her completion of a work. Anne did not read every book in the same manner -some books were subject to more intensive reading which involved close study, and books that she enjoyed she would often re-read. At other times, she engaged in very superficial reading and skimmed texts that did not interest her while making a note of it, sometimes scathingly. For example, she wrote of Madeira: Its Climate and Scenery (1851) that:
The title of this book is its greatest attraction. It contains some information, conveyed in a dry uninteresting style without any mixture of incident or anecdote. One runs hastily over the pages as a taste, and gladly closes a volume which yields so little pleasure. Anne's response(s) to Foster's Essays contain the hallmarks of what she considered the 'best' works for 'christian[s] of cultivated taste': it was sound in judgement and style, thoughtprovoking yet practical, pious and particularly useful for young readers. She is also aware of contemporary criticism on the work, it being (rightly) popular.
Foster's Essays were one of several works that Anne approved of for 'young readers'. In fact, it is only after five years do we discover that Anne wrote her own diary with two specific young readers in mind. Although the first entry records that the diary would be for her own personal use -'[a]s a refresher to [her] memory in old age' -the entry after the tragic death of her daughter, Eliza, reveals Anne's alternative motivation: 'I often thought while noting my opinion of books, my children might take pleasure in reading these pages; perhaps when I was no more.' lxxxiv As she wrote with her children in mind, in one sense, Anne's reading diary is an example of one woman's constructed reading patterns which acted as a form of self-fashioning: as is the case with all diaries and journals, authors may not have disclosed everything in the wish to project a certain image of themselves.
lxxxv In addition, the materials that Anne dis/approved of reading and her responses to them accordingly were meant to be emulated by her daughters. In this way, the diary could be seen as an example of private conduct literature that was intended as a learning tool.
In many ways, Anne's choice of reading materials reflects those advocated and approved of by commentators, educational writers and authors of published conduct literature. These, often conflicting, voices were part of the contemporary discourse surrounding 'the woman reader', and made up part of the socio-cultural milieu around Anne's reading. These commentators helped to define what girls and women should and should not read, as well as offering advice on how to read those materials. The genres that were generally approved -albeit not universally -for girls and women, included the Bible, religious literature, conduct literature, books on history, geography, and travels.
lxxxvi Fictional works, particularly novels, however, were controversial reading for women throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Both Pearson and Flint's work demonstrate the heterogeneous responses of women to stereotypes of women's novel reading and their challenging of authorial intention. Anne's own responses supports these premises.
This overview of the context of Anne's life, alongside the trends, patterns and preferences of the books she obtained from Stirling's Library (and presumably elsewhere) and wrote about in her reading diary, tells us what she read, and possibly how she might have selected her books. A closer examination of her comments can tell us more about what she thought about the works she read.
Evangelicalism and 'the Life of this devoted servant of God' lxxxvii
The entries in Anne's reading diary generally follow a set formula. The title and author of a work are usually given and an evaluative judgement is made on its de/merits which are frequently based on her 'horizon of expectations' regarding its respective genre. lxxxviii The entry could include a synopsis of the plot but more often not. Finally, selections from the work are transcribed that illustrate her critical assessment, often ending with a note of the particular place and date she made the entry. Anne took an analytical, purposive approach to the texts she read. Her reading was central to her identity as a Christian and was part of her faith. The evidence of her reading diary strongly supports these as being closely allied to the central tenets of Evangelicalism which served to reinforce her religious beliefs.
Evangelicalism is a Protestant movement and as such is not limited to any particular denomination. Historically in Britain, it encompassed a 'breadth and diversity' of adherents, which included Calvinists and Arminians, as well as Anglicans and Dissenters. xcii Anne never refers to herself specifically as an Evangelical. However, I argue that her choice of reading materials and particularly her responses together offer good evidence of a 'lesser-known' Evangelical.
To return to Anne's preference for biographies, I found that twenty percent of these were by the clergy (see Figure 6 ). Anne's favourite authors and/or biographical subjects included: Edward Bickersteth; James Buchanan; James Harington Evans; Charles Simeon; James Hamilton; Octavius Winslow; William Wilberforce; Matthew Henry; John Foster; and John Fredric Oberlin. As her reading diary marked a preference for devotional reading that supported Anne's faith, it is not a coincidence these men are all identified as being Evangelicals by The Blackwell Dictionary of Evangelical Biography, which uses Bebbington's criteria foremost for their identification. xciv Similarly, one of the books that Anne re-read 'from time to time from early youth' was the Imitation of Christ. The transcriptions of 'a few passages which impressed me' covered almost four pages of the diary. Nevertheless, she wrote: 'To me, the greatest want in this book is, that of the author not urging the reader to labour for the souls of others, that of his not pleading a wide spread benevolence as regards the kingdom of Christ', but she concedes that 'this Christian grace belonged less to the cloister days of Thomas A Kempis [sic], than to the enlarged mind & persevering activity of the present.' xcv The 'persevering activity of the present' refers to the prodigious activism that Evangelicals generally engaged in once they were converted. In addition to Paterson's and à Kempis's work, Anne noted her admiration and the 'serious feeling' -by which she meant pious, private introspection -elicited after reading Memoirs of the Life of Rev. Charles Simeon (1847):
The Life of this devoted servant of God cannot be read without leaving a trace of serious feeling on the mind of the reader, & striving him up to new resolutions of zeal for God's cause. Charles Simeon became a convert to christianity at the age of nineteen. So soon as he was established in the paths of peace he looked around to see how he could serve his God & Saviour, & from that time to his dying day, a space of fifty eight years, this was the leading thought of his mind, the summit & scope of his desire […] His works must follow him through all generations for thousands have been brought under the influence of his godly exertions, who will send on the blessed impression to their posterity. xcvi Anne does not record or allude to any similar 'godly exertions' that she may have engaged in, in which case she differed from a great number of other Evangelical women not only in Glasgow, but across Britain. Bebbington notes that '[i]n the nineteenth century […] even if private philanthropy was common in all religious bodies and beyond, Evangelicals led the way', being a 'major channel for women's energies'. Philanthropic work was a means for women to exert influence outside their own the homes, and they were involved in a variety of different charitable efforts that included home visitation in their communities to spread the gospel and encourage church attendance.
xcvii Again, given the prodigious rate of reading (and writing) that she engaged in, it would be surprising if she had much spare time to devote to charitable works. Instead, she appears to have turned to private devotion and the cultivation of 'serious feeling' through her intense reading.
The third marker of Evangelicalism is Biblicism, and undoubtedly, Anne read her Bible. Her literary criticism is mixed with pertinent biblical references and quotes even if she did not record individual instances in her reading diary. A clue as to the intensity of her biblical study is given in a 'good passage' which she transcribed from Horatius Bonar' By interpreting her reading through the lens of Evangelicalism, and using it as a means of reinforcing her religious beliefs, Anne's reading practices are similar to other historic Evangelical readers. For example, part of Rosman's study examines Evangelical responses to secular literature in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, and includes a review of autobiographies, biographies and memories in addition to published literary criticism from some of the leading Evangelical periodicals of the period.
civ In citing the published literary criticism, she concludes that '[w] hat was important, all were agreed, was that a work should uphold a Christian world view and writers who failed to do so were severely criticised.' cv Further, '[t] heir concern that literature should be useful led evangelicals to misread some non-evangelical works, the enjoyment of which they legitimised by discovering a moral.' cvi
Conclusion
Anne Galloway lived in a rapidly growing industrial city with a booming book culture that, as a result, allowed easier access to a variety of different venues from which to procure reading materials, and which also offered her the potential to be part of several different reading communities.
cvii Anne appears to have borrowed most of her books through Stirling's Library. The library's collection of books, its regulations and rules regarding the admission of their subscribers, the participation of subscribers in the library's management, and their involvement in the selection of books to the library's stock suggests that the subscribers might potentially have shared similar socio-cultural views if not religious beliefs. Thus it could be said that Stirling's Library was one reading community to which Anne belonged. cviii Anne benefitted from the growing print culture in Glasgow, which offered her access to the variety of published materials available from Stirling's Library (at least). And while she read across a range of genres, she mainly used a single hermeneutic method: works of various genres were viewed through her Evangelistic faith by which she often challenged authorial intention. As Pearson and Flint have shown in their respective work, women read with, as well as against, the grain. Through her choice of moralistic, indeed Evangelistic works and accompanying interpretive method, Anne could be considered part of the Evangelistic interpretive community. However, this is not meant to suggest that subscribers to Stirling's Library and Evangelistic readers all read their books in the same manner, for almost certainly they didn't: interpretive communities are inherently complex due, in part, to various demographic differences.
Anne's choice of reading materials was not only a personal preference: the rapidlyexpanding book culture of mid-nineteenth-century Glasgow and Anne's own choices as a reader and consumer of print materials were interdependent and facilitated each other. Being a consumer, Anne made choices in regards not only to what she read, but also the means by which to obtain them, which was largely through her husband's subscription to Stirling's Library. Alexander's subscription allowed him to have a say in the management and in the selection of books that the library bought. The need to keep subscription costs down meant that the library board sought out the best prices for those books, which they would buy either new or second-hand. This in turn acted on the market for books. With Glasgow's rapid growth in population that began soon after the start of the century, there were more readers in the city, and the demand was driving the market.
But alongside these advances and changes in the city's book culture, readers were continuing to employ more traditional means by which to procure their reading materials, which included library borrowing. Further, at least one reader continued what might be considered a more traditional reading practice of keeping a commonplace book to record her reading. Although David Allan and William St Clair mark the decline of commonplace books from the 1820s, Stephen Colclough's work on what he more generally terms 'manuscript books' demonstrates that this practice continued to be used by readers from the end of the eighteenth century until (at least) the mid-nineteenth century. cix These manuscript books were a development of an eighteenth century form. From the 1820s onwards, even while the cost of new books started to fall, they continued to be beyond the means of many readers until mid-century, who continued to borrow their books from libraries.
cx Anne's reading diary illustrates a development of an older tradition of commonplacing, particularly from the Georgian period. This practice had a symbiotic relationship with Enlightenment ideals of the improvement of the self -in this case of one mid-nineteenth century reader, the enlightened, converted self -and equally demonstrates that commonplace practices continued and developed in a variety of forms despite the increased availability of (more) affordable books in the first half of the nineteenth century.
